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Abstract 

 
( The Characteristics of Al-Shamia District Soil and Its Impact on 

The Production of Main Crops : A Study in Soil Geography ) 

  

                   By     Zahra'a Mahdi Abdulrida AL-ebady 

 

 The study aimed at studying the physical and chemical 

characteristics of Al-Shamia district soil to investigate its spacial 

variations and their causes and then to clarify the impact of soil 

characteristics on agricultural productivity in Al-Shamia , One of the 

districts which forms Al-Diwaniya province . It lies to the west of the  

governorate with an area about (948) Km
2
 and consists of (180) territories 

distributed in four administrative units .  

 This thesis is based on field study represented by observation , 

interviews , and taking samples from the district soil for laboratory 

examination . The researcher chose (88) locations based on (60) locations 

from planted areas and (28) from unplanted areas . The samples were 

taken from two depths represented by ( 0 – 30 cm and 30 – 60cm ) for 

Summer and Winter . As a result the number of samples for the planted 

areas became (120) for each season . In other words , (240) samples for 

both seasons .While the number of the samples for the unplanted areas 

was (56) for  each season which means (112) samples for both seasons . 

As a result , the whole number of the samples for the planted and 

unplanted areas were (352) for both depths and both seasons . The field 

study also included taking samples from water represented by (6) samples 

for irrigation water , (8) samples from drainage water and (8) samples 

from under ground water for summer and winter . The water samples 

were also examined in laboratory to know their characteristics .  

 In addition to that , the researcher depended on library references 

represented by books , geographical theses , official institutions and 

internet sites .  

 The thesis was divided into four chapters . The first chapter dealt 

with geographical factors : the natural and anthropological factors that 

effect the characteristics of Al-Shamia district . The most important of 

which is the geological structure , surface , climate , water resources , 

natural vegetation , plowing and leveling , irrigation drainage and 

agricultural policy .  

 The second chapter dealt with studying the physical characteristics 

of Al-Shamia district soil which included soil texture, the bulk and 

particle density of soil , its porosity and its moisture at field capacity, 

permenant welting point, available water, infiltration rate and saturation 
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Hydraulic conductivity of soil.The results of lab examinations for the soil 

samples were considered.These characteristics were represented by 

quantity accounts, figures and maps that show their spacial variations.  

 The third chapter dealt with studying the chemical characteristics 

of Al-Shamia soil which included organic matter , the degree of soil 

reaction , Cationic Exchange Capacity(C.E.C.) , the degree of  electric 

conductivity , ESP Sodium , SAR Sodium , Positive and negative ions . 

Depending on the laboratory results , the researcher made the quantative 

and optical comparisons to show the spacial variations of these 

characteristics .  

 The fourth chapter dealt with the impact of physical and chemical 

characteristics of Al-Shamia soil on The Production of Main Crops for 

the agricultural products which included rice , barely and wheat which 

constitute the basic products of the district . After distributing them 

specially , the researcher studied the impact of the physical and chemical 

characteristics of soil on them . In order to show the relation between the 

soil characteristics and Production of Main Crops in determining their 

types and which one of these characteristics is the most effective on the 

agricultural products productivity , the researcher adopted some of the 

quantative techniques from the statistical program of social sciences 

SPSS where Pearson Coefficient Correlation was used to show the 

relation between the affected variables represented by the these products 

(rice ,wheat ,barely ) and effective variables represented by the physical 

and chemical characteristics of Al-Shamia soil . In addition to that , the 

researcher showed the relations of the characteristics with each other, the 

researcher used the simple slope graphic coefficient to show which 

characteristics is most effective in the agricultural productivity .  

 The study arrived at several conclusions . One of them is the effect 

of geological structures , down falling of earth's surface of Al-Shamia 

district on the differences in the soil characteristics . It has been 

concluded that the desert climate , in which Al-Shamia lies , represented 

by the increasing of temperature , vaporization , the decreasing of rain 

falling , moisture , and the existence of dull wind has a great impact on 

the characteristics of Al-Shamia soil . This impact helps to increase the 

salt rate and rarity of organic material in soil accompanied by the 

existence of seasonal differences for the rates of these characteristics 

between winter and Summer . It is also concluded that the humans effect 

greatly the characteristics of Al- Shamia soil . This effect is represented 

by the use of heavy vehicles in leveling soil which may effect many 

characteristics . In addition to that, farmers didn't use organic fertilizers. 

They depended mainly on chemical fertilizers which were used  

sometimes extravagantly . Above all that farmers sometimes use drainage 

water for irrigation . For the above reasons , the soil characteristics 
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may be affective negatively which may lessen its productivity .  

 The results of laboratory examination for soil characteristics 

showed that the electric conductivity for the planted areas might be with 

low or middle rates represented by (3.63) dec/m and (4.11) dec/m for 

Winter and Summer respectively . These rates might show spacial 

variations . The reason of increasing such rates in Summer may be due to 

the increasing of vaporization and methods of irrigation especially the 

method of flooding which is used in irrigating rice in Summer and which 

may lead to increasing capillarity . Generally speaking , an electric 

conductivity increases in sinkages as compared with soil in banks and 

pasins of Al-Shamia district.  

   It is clear that the rates of ESP and SAR Sodium in Al-Shamia district 

is less dangerous within the limits of planted areas admitted .These rates 

have special variations which might effect on the productivity of 

agricultural products .  

 The results of laboratory examination show that the rate of soil 

reaction is of average alkaline and it is suitable for planting different 

plants which accounts as (7.44) and it may show spacial variations 

between sink ages soil and banks or pasin soil .  

 The study of the soil productivity showed that the highest 

productivity for rice and wheat  is found in bank river soil which account 

for ( 464.94 and 493.29 kg/acre respectively . On the other hand , the 

productivity was less in sinkages soil which account for 772.72 and 

434.12 kg/acre resectively. These spacial variations might be related to 

the differences in physical and chemical characteristics between the soil 

of sinkages and that of river banks and pasins . The rate of salt is low in 

river banks and pasin as compares with snikages .  

 As far as the barely product , on the contrary to rice and wheat , its 

productivity increases in sinkages soil as compared with its productivity 

in rivers banks and pasins because it is one of the products that resists 

salty soil .  

 The study of the soil characteristics in the unplanted areas in Al-

Shamia showed that its characteristics help to plant different products , 

but they were left unplanted because of the rarity of water in Iraq and in 

the field of study .  

 In general , the characteristics of Al-Shamia district soil help to 

plant different agricultural products . Most of the soil is suitable for 

planting, although we can find spacial variations between the soil of 

sinkages and that of river banks and pasins .                       

 


